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Bistatic pulse-Doppler airborne radar has desirable properties such as the low probability of detection by other
radars relative to its monostatic counterpart. However, the clutter characteristics of bistatic airborne radar are
more complex than those of monostatic airborne radar. The clutter spectra not only vary severely with range,
but also vary with bistatic configuration. In this article, the geometry model of bistatic airborne radar is given,
and the approximate estimation expressions for clutter degrees of freedom (DOFs) are presented. Then a novel
clutter suppression method for bistatic airborne radar with range ambiguity is presented. The method
completes registration-based range ambiguity clutter compensation based on non-uniform sampling and the
estimated clutter DOFs. The simulation results illustrate the performance improvement achieved for bistatic
airborne radar.
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Clutter Degrees of Freedom (DOFs)1. Introduction
Bistatic radar uses antennas at separate sites for trans-
mission and reception, and it has been designed, devel-
oped, tested, and in some cases, deployed for military,
commercial, and scientific applications. Typical military
applications include air and space surveillance and
range instrumentation. Commercial applications in-
clude wind field measurements and traffic surveillance.
Scientific applications include measurement of planet-
ary surfaces and atmospheres and study of ionospheric
turbulence.
Advanced airborne-phased array radar must have
the capability of suppressing wide and strong clutter
effectively in order to detect the low-flying target in
far field. In the last 30 years of research and develop-
ment, space–time adaptive processing (STAP) [1-3]
has become a new technique to be applied for
airborne-phased array radar because the STAP proces-
sor can effectively suppress strong clutter and detect
small target. Interest in bistatic STAP, where the* Correspondence: xwch1978@yahoo.com.cn
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in any medium, provided the original work is ptransmitter and receiver are separated entities, has
picked up in recent years.
Monostatic airborne radar with sidelooking array anten-
nas has the desirable property that the relationship between
the clutter spatial and Doppler frequencies is both linear
and range invariant, i.e., clutter is stationary, thereby
enabling its effective suppression using training data
from adjacent ranges. However, in many practical
applications, for example, monostatic airborne radar
with non-sidelooking arrays [4], cylindrical arrays [5],
conformal arrays [6], and bistatic airborne radar [7],
the clutter spatial-Doppler frequency relationship becomes
nonlinear and range dependent, especially at short
range, i.e., clutter is non-stationary.
A number of approaches exist to mitigate the impact
of clutter non-stationarity on clutter suppression by
means of compensation for bistatic airborne radar
[8-16]. In [8-12], the mainlobe clutter peak is com-
pensated only from training range cell-to-cell under
test (CUT) effectively, and they take little account of
compensation for sidelobe clutter. In [13-16], the
mainlobe and sidelobe clutter peaks are compensated
simultaneously. The above methods are more suitable
to bistatic airborne radar with low pulse repetition
frequency (PRF), whereas, in the high PRF case (i.e.,pen Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
g/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
roperly cited.
Table 1 The parameter set
Parameter Symbol
Transmitter, receiver, and scatterer TX, RX, SX
Wavelength λ
Pulse repetition interval T
PRF fr
The number of transmitter elements M
The number of receiver elements N
The number of temporal coherent processing pulses K
The length of baseline B
The length of projection of baseline D
The element spacing of transmitter, receiver dt, dr
The heights of transmitter and receiver Ht, Hr
The slant ranges of the transmitter and receiver Rt, Rr
The platform velocities of transmitter and receiver vt, vr
The angles between the transmitter and receiver
velocity and the X-axis
θXt, θXr
The crab angles of transmitter and receiver antennas θct, θcr
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methods degrades severely. In this article, a novel
clutter suppression method for bistatic airborne radar
with range ambiguity is presented, and it completes
registration-based compensation based on non-uniform
sampling (RBCNS) and the estimated clutter degrees of
freedom (DOFs); therefore, the ultimate clutter suppression
performance is improved evidently.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the geometry model of bistatic airborne radar is
given. In Section 3, the approximate estimation ex-
pressions for clutter DOFs in bistatic airborne radar
configuration are derived based on the bandwidth-
limited signal theory. In Section 4, a novel clutter
suppression method is presented for bistatic airborne
radar with range ambiguity. The performance of
this method is illustrated by computer simulations
and conclusions are drawn in Sections 5 and 6,
respectively.The azimuth angles of transmitter and receiver θat, θar
The angles between the line-of-sight of transmitter
and the X-axis
θX
The pitching angles of transmitter and receiver ϕt, ϕr
The bistatic angle γ
The transmitter-to-receiver range in a bistatic radar, i.e.,
bistatic range sum
RB2. Clutter model
A three-dimensional coordinate system is used through-
out this article. Figure 1 shows the coordinate system
and bistatic airborne radar parameters, and the main pa-
rameters used in this article are listed in Table 1. As
shown in Figure 1, the Doppler shift at the receiver of
bistatic airborne radar can be expressed by
fd ¼ 1
λfr
vr cos θar þ θcrð Þ cosϕ r þ vt cos θX þ θXtð Þ cosϕ t;½
ð1ÞFigure 1 Bistatic geometry configuration with transmitter TX,
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In this section, the bistatic range is divided into the
near and far field. If Rr ≤ D, i.e., the near field, the con-
tour of constant bistatic range sum is a circle of radius
RB, which center is the projection of receiver onto the
(X, Y) plane. Whereas, if Rr > D, i.e., the far field, the
contour of constant bistatic range sum is an ellipse with
the projection of transmitter–receiver pair onto the (X,
Y) plane at each ellipse foci. Figure 2 shows the above
two cases of the contour of constant bistatic range sum.
Figure 2 The contour of constant bistatic range sum.
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On the principle of adaptive theory [2], the DOFs of a
system should be larger than that of the interference.
Therefore, the research on the clutter DOFs is of
great importance for STAP. Brennan and Staudaher’s
rule [17] gives the clutter DOFs for sidelooking ULAs
by eigenanalysis of the covariance matrix firstly. For
more complex radar configurations, such as overlap-
ping uniform linear subarrays [18], distorted linear
and bistatic arrays [19], arbitrary arrays [20], and
sparse arrays [21], clutter DOFs are achieved by con-
sidering the space–time clutter as an equivalent time-
limited sampling of a spatial-frequency band-limited
random process. In addition, the clutter local DOFs
have been researched in [22].
In [19], the estimation expression of clutter DOFs
for bistatic ULA is obtained, however, the side-
looking ULA condition is discussed only when trans-
mitter and receiver move simultaneously. In this
section, the estimation expressions of clutter DOFs
are extended to the universal case for bistatic array
configurations.
As is well known that the echo received during one co-
herent processing interval (CPI) is equivalent to the spatial
bandwidth-limited signal, therefore the temporal extent
and bandwidth can be transformed to the spatial effective
aperture Lef and bandwidth Bs, and the estimation of
clutter DOFs is ⌊LefBs + 1⌋ based on bandwidth-limited
signal theory.
As is shown in Figure 1, the approximate bistatic
clutter DOFs corresponding to the bistatic airborne
radar configuration is computed by incorporating theeffective receiver aperture and the effective transmit-
ter aperture. The effective receiver aperture Lr across
the CPI is caused by receiver motion only, by con-
trary, the effective transmitter apertures Lt across the
CPI are caused by transmitter motion only. So, the
spatial effective aperture Lef = Lr + Lt. The spatial
bandwidth is given by
BS ¼ 2 cosϕr
λ
ð5Þ
The approximate bistatic clutter DOFs can be
expressed as
ρ ¼ Lr þ Ltð Þ  BS þ 1b c ð6Þ
3.1. Receiver moves, and transmitter is stationary
Using the bistatic configuration and system parameters as
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1, respectively, the effective
receiver aperture Lr is divided into the components of the
receiver aperture along and orthogonal to the direction of
receiver motion across the CPI, i.e., Lr = Lr1 + Lr2, and
they are approximately given by
Lr1 ¼ N  1ð Þ  cosθcrj j þ K  1ð Þβr½ dr ð7Þ
Lr2 ¼ N  1ð Þ  sinθcrj j½ dr ð8Þ
where βr = vrT/dr. Because transmitter is stationary, the
effective transmitter apertures Lt = 0.
In the simulation of this section, the number of clut-
ter eigenvalues is decided based on capturing 99.999%
of the total echo energy. Figure 3 illustrates the true
and estimated clutter DOFs versus the number of re-
ceiver subarray and the crab angle of receiver antennas
for receiver with sidelooking array and non-sidelooking
array, respectively. The close agreement between the
true and estimated DOFs in Figure 3 can be observed,
and the exclusive difference is that the true value is
slightly greater than estimated value as shown in
Figure 3a, whereas the estimated value is slightly
greater as shown in Figure 3b.
3.2. Transmitter moves, and receiver is stationary
Because transmitter moves only, the effective receiver
aperture is given by
Lr ¼ N  1ð Þ  dr ð9Þ
The effective transmitter aperture Lt is divided into
the components of the transmitter aperture along and
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 3 Clutter DOFs comparison of true value (o) and estimated value (*) in the case of receiver moves, and transmitter is stationary.
(a) Receiver with sidelooking array. (b) Receiver with non-sidelooking array.
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the CPI, i.e., Lt = Lt1 + Lt2, and they are approximately
given by
Lt1 ¼ M  1ð Þβtdt  cos θXt  θXr  θcrð Þj j ð10Þ
Lt2 ¼ M  1ð Þβtdt  sin θXt  θXr  θcrð Þj j ð11Þwhere βt = vtT/dt. Figure 4 illustrates the true and es-
timated clutter DOFs versus the crab angle of trans-
mitter antennas for receiver with sidelooking array
and non-sidelooking array, respectively. The close
agreement between the true and estimated DOFs in
Figure 4 can be observed, which is analogous to the
results of Figure 3.
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 4 Clutter DOFs comparison of true value (o) and estimated value (*) in the case of transmitter moves, and receiver is stationary.
(a) Receiver with sidelooking array. (b) Receiver with non-sidelooking array.
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3.3.1. Receiver with sidelooking arrays
Analogously to Section 3.2, the effective receiver aper-
ture is given by
Lr ¼ N  1ð Þ þ M  1ð Þβr½ dr ð12ÞThe effective transmitter aperture Lt1 and Lt2 are
given by
Lt1 ¼ M  1ð Þβtdt  cos θXt  θXrð Þ ð13Þ
Lt2 ¼ M  1ð Þβtdt  sin θXt  θXrð Þ ð14Þ
(a) 
(b)
Figure 5 Clutter DOFs comparison of true value (o) and estimated value (*) in the case of receiver with sidelooking array. (a) The
velocity direction of transmitter changes. (b) The velocity direction of receiver changes.
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DOFs versus the crab angle of transmitter antennas and
receiver antennas, respectively. The analogous results
can be obtained that the estimated clutter DOFs are
close to the true value.
3.3.2. Receiver with non-sidelooking arrays
When receiver is with non-sidelooking arrays, the ef-
fective receiver aperture is the same as in Equation(12). The effective transmitter aperture Lt1 and Lt2 are
given by
Lt1 ¼ M  1ð Þβtdt  cos θXt  θXr  θcrð Þj j ð15Þ
Lt2 ¼ M  1ð Þβtdt  sin θXt  θXr  θcrð Þj j ð16Þ
Figure 6 illustrates the true and estimated clutter DOFs
versus the crab angle of receiver antennas for θXr =
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 6 Clutter DOFs comparison of true value (o) and estimated value (*) in the case of receiver with non-sidelooking array.
(a)θXr = 0°, θXt = 0°. (b)θXr = 90°, θXt = 90°.
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results are the same as that of receiver with sidelooking
arrays.
In this section, extensive simulations have been
performed for several different bistatic configurations,
and they indicate that the bistatic clutter DOFs can be
estimated to within 6% of their true value using the
presented formulas.4. Range ambiguity clutter suppression
A crucial aspect of the effectiveness of any STAP system
is the training and updating of the clutter covariance
matrix. Most of the reported advantages of an STAP sys-
tem accrue from an appropriate knowledge of the clutter
covariance matrix. Inherent in its estimation is the as-
sumption about the stationarity of clutter. How-
ever, for almost bistatic airborne configurations, the
Parameters of bistatic sirborn radar
Angle-Doppler curves computation for
each ambiguous range cell
Clutter amplitude estimation of each
ambiguous range cell for all training samples






       Clutter data reconstruction for each
ambiguous range cell using registration and-
  averaging based on non-uniforman sampling









Figure 7 Block diagram of processing steps for RBCNS method.
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gates, i.e., non-stationarity, leading to significant deg-
radations in performance for STAP, especially for
range ambiguity case.
In this section, we present a novel method, i.e.,
RBCNS, to achieve clutter suppression for bistatic
airborne radar with range ambiguity. The RBCNS
method consists of four steps: (1) clutter ridges of
various ambiguous ranges at all training cell are deter-
mined according to the corresponding angle-Doppler
curves using the system parameters of bistatic airborne
radar. (2) Clutter amplitude of each ambiguous range is
estimated for all training samples based on maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) and the estimated clutter
DOFs. (3) Clutter data of each ambiguous range at CUT is
reconstructed using registration-and-averaging based on
non-uniform sampling. (4) The clutter covariance
matrix at CUT is estimated using the reconstructed
clutter data, and clutter suppression is achieved.
Figure 7 shows the block diagram of the RBCNS
method. A detailed description of the RBCNS method
is as follows.
Let us consider the signal received by a bistatic air-
borne radar, and the relative movement between the
transmitter and the receiver across the CPI is ignored.
The bistatic system geometry parameters are assumedto be provided by INS accurately. Each CPI consists
of K pulses. For each pulse, one data sample at the
range of interest is taken at each of the N receiving
elements. The NK × 1 sample for the received clutter
echo corresponding to the range of interest under








where L is the range ambiguity degree, Nc is the
number of clutter patches contributing to the signal,
ali and Sli are the complex amplitude of the signal
and spatial-temporal steering vector corresponding to
the ith clutter patch for the lth ambiguous range cell.





where Sl ¼ Sl1 Sl2 ⋯ SlNc½ , al ¼ al1 al2 ⋯ alNc½ T
, T represents the transpose of a matrix. In Equation (18),
the number of clutter cell Nc is so large that the columns
of Sl are correlated. Assume the column rank of Sl be
J, i.e., the number of clutter DOFs, and they can be
estimated according to the estimation formulas in
Section 3. For the lth ambiguous range cell, the Jl
points with maximum amplitude should be selected






where eSl ¼ Sln1 Sln2 ⋯ SlnJl , eal ¼ aln1 aln2 ⋯ alnJl T.
Equation (19) indicates that the clutter snapshot X con-
sists of Jl uncorrelated space–time steering vectors. Given
the assumptions above, the unknown parameters in
Equation (19) are eal , i.e., the scattering coefficient of
clutter patch.
Conventional parameter estimation methods in-
clude periodogram, adaptive matched filter, least
squares estimation, etc. In this section, the MLE is
applied. The estimated complex amplitude of clutter
corresponding to the lth ambiguous range cell based
on the MLE is
e^al ¼ eSHl R1n eSl þ R1eal
 1 eSHl R1n X ð20Þ

















Figure 8 Clutter power spectrum distribution at CUT. (a) Clutter
power spectrum without range ambiguity. (b) Clutter power
spectrum with range ambiguity.
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conjugate transpose of a matrix. It is important that
only Jl amplitude of uncorrelated clutter patches is
estimated, and it causes non-uniform sampling and
low computational load. The locations of clutter
ridge corresponding to each ambiguous range cell
for every training data can be derived based on the
system parameters of bistatic airborne radar.
Using the registration-and-average technique [15], the
clutter snapshot of the lth ambiguous range at the CUT




where eSl0 is the space–time steering vector at the CUT,
and a~^l0 is the averaged clutter amplitude corresponding










and the space–time adaptive weight is
W ¼ μ R^ þ Rn
 1
S ð23Þ
where S is the space–time steering vector, and μ is the
constant.
In the RBCNS method, the following two points
are stressed. (1) The prior knowledge of system pa-
rameters of bistatic airborne radar is needed in order
to achieve the estimation of complex amplitude of
ambiguous clutter, therefore, the mismatch between
actual system parameters and those given by Inertial
Navigation System (INS) in practice will result in
performance degradation slightly. (2)The advantage
of this presented method is the cancellation of am-
biguous clutter, and it is completed using the re-
spective estimation of ambiguous clutter snapshot in
Equation (21).
5. Simulations
A simulation is performed with a bistatic array, where
the transmitter and receiver are traveling in the same
direction in parallel. The primary parameters in the
simulation are assumed to be as follows. The number
of receiver subarray N = 8, temporal dimension of
clutter filter K = 16, transmitter and receiver platform
velocities vt = vr = 140 m/s, radar wavelength λ =
0.23 m, system bandwidth B = 1 MHz, the input
clutter-to-noise ratio (CNR) = 60 dB, two bistaticmaximum range sum situations are assumed including
400 km (i.e., the degree of range ambiguity is 3) and
700 km (i.e., the degree of range ambiguity is 5). The
averaged simulation results are as follows via Monte
Carlo experiment with 100 times.
Figure 8 shows clutter power spectrum distribu-
tion at CUT with and without range ambiguity,
where the effect of backlobe is not considered
which can be suppressed by means of a metal re-
flector in most practical radar applications. The
range ambiguity causes the clutter spectrum broad-
ened severely as shown in Figure 8b compared with
the case without range ambiguity in Figure 8a. The
reason is that additional range ambiguous clutter
returns, i.e., multiple-time-around clutter, are re-
ceived simultaneously.
Figure 9 IF versus normalized Doppler for three degrees of
range ambiguity.
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posed RBCNS method degrades about 3 dB at the
sidelobe region, and 5 dB at the mainlobe region
compared with the clairvoyant filter (i.e., known Cov.)
by a number of simulation results. The results are
not given in the following experiments due to the
limit of length.5.1. Experiment 1 (the comparison of improvement
factors)
Figures 9 and 10 show improvement factor (IF)
values against normalized Doppler frequency for a
target located at the look direction, and clutterFigure 10 IF versus normalized Doppler for five degrees of
range ambiguity.suppression performance of conventional SMI [1]
and RBCNS are compared, where the SMI method
uses the estimated covariance matrix without any
preprocessing.
From Figures 9 and 10, it can be noticed that the
clutter notch is severely broadened for conventional
SMI method, and the performance of RBCNS is
found better than that of SMI evidently in mainlobe
clutter region except some especial narrow clutter
band. The reason is that range ambiguous clutter
echoes have a different Doppler frequency relative to
the primary clutter for bistatic configuration, which
causes additional clutter notches in the Doppler response
of the space–time filter.
The primary clutter and range ambiguous clutter
are handled as a whole for conventional SMI
method, whereas they are eliminated separately for
RBCNS method. It leads to that one broad clutter
notch is instead of about two narrow clutter notches,
where the first notch is the one due to primary clut-
ter at near range, and the second notch is due to
multiple range ambiguous clutter returns which
come from farther distances. Since the clutter Dop-
pler frequency changes more quickly at near range
for bistatic configuration, and most of the multiple
range ambiguous arrivals come from large ranges,
therefore they altogether have about the same Dop-
pler frequency so that their influence sums up in
one additional clutter notch as shown in Figures 9
and 10.
5.2. Experiment 2 (the comparison of output
signal-to-clutter-plus-noise ratio)
To illustrate the detection performance of clutter sup-
pression methods including SMI and RBCNS, we in-
ject one moving target. The artificial target is injected
in range cell 51, i.e., the bistatic range is 130 km.
Other parameters of the injected target are given as
follows. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) = 10 dB, normal-
ized Doppler frequency 2fd/fr = −0.5.
The output signal-to-clutter-plus-noise ratio (SCNR)






where W denotes adaptive weight of different clutter
suppression method, R and S denote clutter covariance
matrix and space–time steering vector, respectively, all
for the CUT.
Figures 11 and 12 plot the detection results of differ-
ent methods, and it is of the output clutter residual as a
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 11 Output clutter residual comparison of two different methods for three degrees of range ambiguity. (a) SMI. (b) RBCNS.
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SCNR improvement of the RBCNS method relative to
SMI is quite evident, and the results are consistent with
those in Figures 9 and 10.
5.3. Experiment 3 (the comparison of Doppler blind zone)
An issue of importance in STAP is the Doppler blind
zone. The associated Doppler blind zones of twomethods are given in Table 2, wherein the Doppler
blind zone of RBCNS is obviously less than that of
SMI under two different degrees of range ambiguity
situations. The decreased Doppler blind zone is de-
rived from the mainlobe region mainly, and it causes
less minimum detected velocity and improved ground




Figure 12 Output clutter residual comparison of two different methods for five degrees of range ambiguity. (a) SMI. (b) RBCNS.
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In this section, the computation load of the proposed
method is analyzed in a form of add and multiplica-
tion operations based on the general parameters of
radar system. The comparison is presented in Table 3,
where the clutter DOFs J is assumed to be 32 forTable 2 Doppler blind zone comparison of two methods
The degree of range ambiguity SMI (%) RBCNS (%)
3 18 4.25
5 20 4.75various ambiguous range for convenience, and the
training sample value P = 2NK for the SMI method.
As is shown in Table 3, the proposed method has a
heavy computation burden about one quantity level
than SMI-based method due to the non-stationarity
compensation for range ambiguity clutter.Table 3 The comparison of computation load
Method Computation load The general parameters
of radar system case
RBCNS L(2(NK)3 + 3J(NK)2 + 2J3 + J2NK) 1.79 × 107
SMI (NK)3 + P(NK)2 6.29 × 106
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The non-stationarity of the response of a bistatic air-
borne radar to clutter as a function of range makes it
difficult to obtain reliable estimates of the covariance
matrix of the array output. The quality of this covariance
estimation has a strong impact on the performance of
the STAP algorithm. Using the conventional sample co-
variance matrix significantly degrades performance at
short range. In this article, the clutter suppression tech-
niques for further improving bistatic airborne radar
STAP performance with range ambiguity are examined,
and the presented method is quite effective in eliminat-
ing or reducing the performance loss due to the non-
stationarity of range ambiguity clutter. This comes at the
cost of increased computational requirements.
In this article, we give emphasis to the effect of non-
stationarity due to specific bistatic array configuration.
In practice, except for clutter non-stationarity, the non-
homogeneity of clutter [23] caused by environments is
inevitable, such as power non-homogeneity, interference
target, discrete interference, etc., and it will cause that the
variation of clutter statistics at range becomes more
serious, and clutter DOFs are further increased. Both non-
stationarity and non-homogeneity of clutter suppression
will be the field of future research.
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